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Who would have thought that just a couple of weeks
could make such a difference? I imagine that this
change is similar to what my parents experienced
with the bombing of Pearl Harbor. I hope you are
safe and finding ways to endure the coronavirus
outbreak, which has– within just over a week–
upended every aspect of American life. I know that
our country will get through this unprecedented
ordeal, but it’s going to be an effort for all of us.
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Don Schuster

We have suspended Club activities through the
end of March and may have announced further
suspensions by the time you read this message.
The safety of you, our members, your families and those who we may employ
(models, etc.) are our first concern.
Now, more than ever, we all are turning to our friends, and so I would like to
remind you that we are YOUR Club. If you are in need, email or call. Any of us on
the Board can organize some amazing people to give you a hand!
Just like you, management is working hard to figure out how to pivot, and
especially to adjust our spring and summer plans. We hope to reschedule
Founders’ Week activities to the period when it’s safe to gather. We may be
moving some activities online, devising virtual exhibitions and educational
programs so we can stay connected to the art we all love. We will keep you
informed via Constant Contact and if necessary, snail mail.
Please stay tuned… and stay safe!
Yours in artistic endeavor,
Don

Quick Reminders
COVID-19 Closures — We will all be notified by
Board email regarding any changes in plans due
to the Corona virus. We hope to see you all when it
is safe to do so. In the meantime, wash your hands
with soap frequently.
Signature Review Date — All Associate
members who would like to be considered for
Signature Status should email the committee
at signaturereview@cincinnatiartclub.com. The
review is on April 4. Further details are on the
website.
Daytime Critique, the first one is on April 9 at 1:00
PM.
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Vault Show, MacDowell Society — First showing at the Club Dinner Meeting on
April 17. Open House and public viewing on Saturday, April 18. Private showing
for MacDowell Society on Sunday April 19.

. . . Advancing the knowledge and love of art through education
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Calendar of Events
April
Check Email for Potential Coronarelated Date Changes
Sketch Group Exhibition
Opening Reception April 3, 6:00 – 9:00
PM
Public Viewing April 4, 5, 1:00 – 4:00 PM
Signature Review
April 4 at 9:00 AM
Sketch Group / Jerry Saylor
Monday Sessions April 6, 13, 20, 27 from
1:00 – 4:30 PM
Thursday Sessions April 9, 16, 23, 30
from 7:00 – 9:30 PM
Critique Sessions
Signature Critique, April 7, 7:00 – 9:00
PM Ray Hassard, Moderator
Trustee Meeting
April 8, 4:30 – 6:30 PM
Daytime Critique, April 9 at 1:00 PM
Dinner Meeting
April 17, 5:30 – 9:00 PM
Vault Show
Opening and Public Viewing April 18
Associate Critique, April 21, 7:00 – 9:00
PM Tom Post, Moderator
Jenny Buckner Workshop
April 24, 25, 26
DAWG
April 28, 7:00 – 9:30 PM
Upcoming Events in May
Signature Show, May 8, 9, 10
Trustees Meeting, May 13 & 20
Annual Business Meeting, May 15
Derby Day and Equine Art Show,
Postponed to Sept 5
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Y’Art Sale — Bring your slightly used old art supplies or paintings wasting away
in your closet and we will use them to raise money for art scholarships. Dan
Rissel artwork will be for sale. Drop-off will be the week of March 23 and the
Y’Art Sale will be on March 27, 28.
Mt. Adams Sunset Garden Stroll — June 16, artists will be plein air painting
in Mt. Adams gardens, CAC will be open and a point of interest to those who
stroll by, the Wessel Gallery will be hung with art with a Floral Theme. Contact
Marlene Steele at exhibitions@cincinnatiartclub.com for entry info.

Upcoming Elections
The Nominating Committee is wrapping up the slate of the candidates for our
election of new Trustees. A big Thank You to members of the Committee: Heidi
Hanssen (Chair), Gary Eith, Rick Koehler, Christine Kuhr and Margaret Mock.
If you are interested in running for Trustee or have someone you would like
to propose, you need to submit the name to the Committee by April 5, 2020.
You can email the name to president@cincinnatiartclub.com. We will soon be
printing the Candidates’ Biographies, Election Ballots, Renewal Notices and other
information needed for our May 15 Business Meeting so they can be mailed by
the middle of April.

April Dinner, April 17
Frank Duveneck and the Etching Revival
Kristin Spangenberg, Curator of Prints
at the Cincinnati Art Museum has
researched and written an essay for
Frank Duveneck: American Master which
will open at the Cincinnati Art Museum
on November 20, 2020. She will share
with the Cincinnati Art Club her findings
and discoveries of his graphic work.
Come to the dinner meeting April 17th
for an exciting look at what Kristin
Spangenberg has uncovered as she
explains the journey of discovery
about one of our founding members,
Frank Duveneck. Assuming we do not
get knocked out by Corona, social
hour begins at 6:00 pm, followed
by dinner at 6:45, and the program
starts approximately at 7:30. Dinner
Reservation deadline is the Sunday
Frank Duveneck, Bridge of Sighs, (CAM)
before the meeting. The dinner is $25
to cover the cost of the meal. Contact: dinner@cincinnatiartclub.com to make
reservations. Kristin is also asking any members of the Cincinnati Art Club who
have any information on Duveneck’s works on paper to contact her. Kristin
Spangenberg, Curator of Prints, Cincinnati Art Museum kristin.spangenberg@
cincyart.org — 513-639-2948
Menu - Create Your own Pasta
•

Penne Pasta

•

Alfredo

•

Julienne Grilled Chicken Breast
Strips

•

•

Italian Sausage

•

Peppers, Onions & Mushrooms

•

Marinara

Italian Salad: mixed greens,
julienne red onion, cherry
tomatoes. black olives,
pepperonicini peppers, parmesan
Cheese & Italian breadcrumbs
tossed with Italian Dressing

Founders Week, Short but Sweet
When we planned this spectacular event, we had no idea that all the plans were about to shatter.
Still it all got off to a great start, just as it was planned. Cecilia Brendel was bursting with pride as she walked around
Wessel Gallery during Opening Night of Founders’ Week exhibition. When I looked around at all the great art at the
Cincinnati Art Club it confirmed my gratitude of being part of this Club. I’m honored to have my work hung with such great
artists! I am very proud of the Club and its members. The food was elegant and delightful. The way the art was displayed was so
professional and informative. This was a great way to honor all that Greater Cincinnati and our artists have to offer.
Kudos to Ray Burt and Eileen McConkey who chaired the event as well as the many volunteers it took to pull off this
tribute to Greater Cincinnati’s past and present, as captured by area artists.
First place ribbon went to Jim Effler for his Three Graces of the Queen City, second place to Heidi Hanssen for her
Cincinnati Color Building and third to Nancy Achberger for Tusculum Sun. George Bodine captured honorable mention
with Newport Nostalgia. Special Awards from Blick and Gamblin went to Susan Friedmann, Mt. Adams 1800s; Ray
Hassard, Nite Lites; and Bruce Petrie for Like Dragonflies, Art is in all People, Places & Times.

Jim Effler, Three Graces of the Queen City, First Place

Heidi Hanssen, Cincinnati Color Building

Nancy Achberger, Tusculum Sun
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Susan Friedmann, Mt. Adams 1800s

George Bodine, Newport Nostalgia

Bruce Petrie, Like Dragonflies, Art is in all People, Places & Times

Ray Hassard, Nite Lites
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All told, there were 130 paintings capturing the vistas of Cincinnati, the people who have worked here and the artists
who built the foundation of the Cincinnati Art Club. A few that captured Cincinnati’s past days: Mandy Putnam, RIP
Woolworths; Ray Hassard, When the Holiday Trains were Downtown; Steve Hart, Generations of Irish; and Tom Tarvin, John
Rettig in His Studio. Tim Boone offered a sculpture of Mt. Adams, Southern Exposure.

Mandy Putnam, RIP Woolworths

Ray Hassard, When the Holiday Trains were
Downtown

Steve Hart, Generations of Irish

Tim Boone, Southern Exposure

Tom Tarvin, John Rettig in His Studio
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Once the opening evening settled into history, we began what was planned as a series of lectures and demonstrations to
further the mission established 130 years ago by our 13 founders: to further the education and love of art. But, as we all have
heard by now, COVID-19 took its toll on our planned activities and we managed only to complete demos by Tom Post and
MaryBeth Karaus before the remaining six events were called off — at least for now. For those who missed Tom’s demo,
we have a story later in this issue covering his painting of two ballet dancers and a review of a demo that MaryBeth held at
Olde Masters Galleria in Centerville earlier in the month. The rest of the planned events will have to wait until future plans
can be made.

Club Founder Joseph Sharp
By Linda Crank
Joseph Sharp’s beautiful pastel portrait of Frank Duveneck is one of the highlights of the Cincinnati Art Club’s collection,
but on a national level he is best known for his depiction of Indians and as a founding member of the Taos Society of
Artists. His is the story of someone who overcame significant obstacles to achieve what he did in his life.
Sharp was born in Bridgeport, Ohio, in 1859, to Irish immigrant
parents. As a boy, he damaged his hearing when he nearly drowned
and gradually became totally deaf. This made schooling so difficult
that at fourteen he dropped out and moved to Cincinnati, where he
lived with an aunt and worked in a nail factory. He also took up studies
at Cincinnati’s McMicken School of Design, and through the years
continued developing his skill at the Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp,
the Royal Academy of Munich, the Julian Academy in Paris, and also
under Frank Duveneck’s instruction.
Upon his return to the States, he taught at the Cincinnati Art Academy
and became a founding member of the Cincinnati Art Club, where he
also met his wife, Addie Byram.
From childhood Sharp had been fascinated by American Indians.
This, combined with his artistry, led to a commission from Harper’s
Weekly to illustrate Indian life in Taos, New Mexico. A short while
after he began to spend summers there and in Santa Fe, and also
extensive time in Montana painting the portraits of 200 warriors who
had survived the Battle of the Little Big Horn. These were part of a
commission he had received from President Theodore Roosevelt.

Joseph Sharp, Portrait of Elk Foot Jerry, Taos, (Christie’s
Auctions)

His career was made possible by his enthusiastic patrons: Joseph G.
Butler, who acquired more than 40 of his Indian portraits; Phoebe
Hearst, who amassed over 150 of his works; and Thomas Gilcrease,
who not only purchased many of his paintings, but also much of his
personal collection of Indian relics and his memorabilia, which is
now housed at the Gilcrease Institute in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Over his
lifetime, Sharp had produced around 10,500 works of art, including oil
paintings, etchings, monotypes, pastels, and watercolors.
When he was 93 years old, he traveled to California, where he
unfortunately fell ill and died on August 29, 1953. If you ever travel
to Taos, be sure to stop and see his home and studio which has been
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Joseph Sharp, Frank Duveneck as a Young Man
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Cincinnati Art Club Community Outreach

Springer School and Center
Be Part of the Giving Tree
The Cincinnati Art Club is helping to support Springer School Celebration 2020 by
asking members to create and donate a small 5x7 painting for their fundraiser at
Cincinnati Music Hall, May 7th
The art pieces the Cincinnati Art Club members create (or members can also donate an
existing small painting), will be sold in the silent auction. The ‘Giving Tree’ is the theme
of the event, so paintings of trees, leaves, and flowering trees would be most welcomed.
The proceeds go towards the financial aid that 48% of Springer families receive.
The 5x7 Masonite panels to paint on will be available to CAC members during the dinner meeting on April 17. If you work
on paper, you can still participate. Just submit a 5x7 work and we will attach it to the panel. Please sign your work as usual
and on the back of the panel. There will be a sign-up form for artists so we can track participation. Thanks!
Contact Jan Boone for more information: janwrites@fuse.net or 513-382-7044, or if you need to pick up a panel at a
different time. Paintings are due by April 30th at CAC Sketch Group.
The Springer School and Center is a place making a difference in the lives of K-8th grade students with attention and
specific learning disabilities, serving families from Cincinnati, Northern Kentucky, and parts of Indiana. While Springer
students are impacted by attention and/or language-based learning differences, they are also innovative, outside-the-box
designers, and artists. Art is especially empowering for them; there are no "wrong" answers when students are creating
something new!

CAC Derby Party and Art Show, Postponed to September 5
Celebrate the excitement of Spring and the rush of the Kentucky Derby at the
Cincinnati Art Club. Jerry Saylor, Yvette LaFollete and Elizabeth Kitchen
invite you to watch the Kentucky Derby races with them on a large screen
television. We’re betting party will be a trifecta. There will be raffles, door
prizes, cash bar and racing memorabilia. The whole event will be surrounded
by an “off to the races” exhibition of equine paintings and bronze sculptures
done by the artists. Celebrate the Derby with these three talented artists from
1:00 – 8:00 PM.

Marketing Your Art!
By Elizabeth Kitchen, CAC Social Media Administrator
I have been fortunate along my education and career in marketing and public communications has taught me to know
first-hand how to use a variety of marketing tools. In my Dragonfly series, I will share what I hope will be useful to you in
building sales for your own artwork.
Social media marketing can be the most powerful marketing tool for independent artists. All of us should have a website
and develop a social media presence if we have not already. Most of us don’t have a gallery to promote our art so we need
to develop this skill on our own. In today’s savvy world, everyone is getting comfortable buying online and getting our art
in front of potential clients is key to increasing our bottom line. So let’s take advantage of this new frontier!
Social starts with our own websites where we can show our art listed for sale and manage content marketing, our own
pricing structure, and the ability to self-promote through social sharing. An active presence on social media platforms can
increase the traffic to our own websites.
Combined with your website, Facebook and Instagram are the two most common social media sites for self-promotion.
Utilizing these platforms to expand the content you have on your web pages allows you to display your art, career
activities and teaching/training. It will also link to social activities that enhance your exposure to new and existing clients,
as well as peers. Be sure you read the guidelines for each social platform you use because most of them have some
restrictions on overt promotion (they prefer to sell you advertising packages for this) but as long as you are subtle you can
probably steer clear of these rules.
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Key components to our websites and social media business accounts would be finished art, works in progress, blogs
(journaling) and links to both social media platforms as well art groups and websites you plan on utilizing to sell your art
(e.g. Art-mine.com). Another area to focus on while building your website is an artist statement, professional photos with
a title and short description of the item, size, pricing, and shipping instructions. Content marketing includes creating blog
posts, social media, videos, and other content that would be used to attract people to your site. This way you can turn your
art into Web content that markets itself for you, in perpetuity.
There are many options when looking for a hosting site or free site to build our websites. I personally utilized GoDaddy for
my website with e-commerce and links to my Instagram, and Facebook business pages which also list my art for sale and
works in progress.
Utilizing a website and social media increases your socialization with potential clients far and wide, it allows us the
opportunity to increase our sales, and can tell the world about our art. Storytelling is a big part of marketing and selling
art. As an example, I’m in niche groups on social media, I cater to three specific groups of elite customers that enjoy
equine living, public service animals, and wildlife societies. Socializing in activities with niche clientele is beneficial to our
bottom lines. I’m constantly building relationships with peers and with elite clientele that I have chosen to mingle with.
Relationship building is beneficial for repeat business. I want first line contact with potential clients, and I spend 50% of my
time developing art and 50% of my time marketing my art. It’s a continual work in progress that will get my art seen.
Some useful websites you can link your own website to include: Xanadu has opened an e-commerce as well ModernEden.
com, Ugallery.com, SaatchiArt.com, Art-Mine.com (owned by Agora Gallery). Fine Art America, Saatchi Art, and Art.com are
examples of companies that offer fine art POD services. In addition to selling fine art prints, there are endless companies
that will put your art on a virtually unlimited array of products. Redbubble, Zazzle, CustomInk, and CafePress. Having such
merchandise with your art on it is a great way to introduce yourself at social events to gain exposure and become another
avenue to distribute your social media presence.
These are a few tips, with more to come in future articles. As Independent artists, we are entrepreneurs and need to
empower ourselves in the ever-growing marketing platforms such as social media.

Tom Post Finds His Rhythm at Founders Week
by Dale Wolf, Dragonfly Editor
When we get caught up behind our easels, we become focused on our tiny world … it is us and the painting or sculpture
happening an arm’s length away. Watching other artists paint during demonstrations frees us from this lonely craft and
lets us see entirely new ways of capturing art.
During Founders Week all had the opportunity to become art students
for a day with Signature member Tom Post. Posing for Tom were two
dancers from the Cincinnati Ballet, Marcus Romeo and Bella Utreta.
The first thing that Tom shared was how nervous he gets just before
doing a demo, especially with a live figure. There’s no way to plan ahead
what you will be doing, and you will be doing it in front of a crowd. To make
it harder, today I have even more unpredictability when I am about to
paint two models instead of one. My hands were shaking until I get into the
painting. I am a painter, not a performer.
He set Marcus in a seated pose with Marcus’ arm draped around Bella’s
reclined position. The two dancers fell so comfortably and romantically
into the pose, yet knowing they would have to hold this for a long
duration … a skill made possible with all their theatrical and dance
experience.
Next Tom determines how he wants to compose them on his canvas.
It was striking just how long Tom studied the scene in front of him to
find a composition he felt confident would make a good demo and a
good painting. He chose to narrow in on his subjects with a vertical
painting instead of the full body horizontal. This is where Tom begins to
set up the theme for the painting and marking his canvas with strokes
to define the key shapes and establish the relationships between the
two figures. His nervous fingers are a thing of the past … this is what
Tom does, and he does it so smoothly, yet without rushing. He takes his
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time at this stage, his eyes gazing at the scene and then to the
canvas. He paints his way into his drawing, not worrying yet
about drawing details … just shapes and angles and making
sure his composition will fit on the canvas without running out
of room.
He uses a limited palette with a cool and warm of each primary
… mostly, he says, because he just likes mixing his own colors
from the primaries rather than premixed tubes. He deliberately
does not use white at this early stage, preferring to keep pure
colors.
But the big lesson today is not about color. It is about what
Tom calls rhythm.

Tom Post, Marcus and Bella, the finished painting

He studies the color of the teal background and how it
impacts the overall painting he’s working on. He watches the
relationship between Marcus and Bella. He wants to capture
the emotion from the scene in front of him. I am not so much
painting them as I am creating a painting with a theme with a
man and woman sharing a moment together. There is a rhythm
to it all and I am discovering it as I move into the painting and
see more than just the shapes and values. There is a calmness, a
cooling from the teal drape that makes for a nice contrast to the
salmon pink of the flesh and they move rhythmically together. This
is what my painting is going to be about.

The crowd of 30 in attendance for this event was captivated as they
watched him gradually carving the figures out of the canvas. Big
shapes. Broad brush strokes. Deliberate. And we could all see in
front of us what Tom meant when he first began explaining how he
establishes the rhythm of a painting. The sad thing about demos is that
they end almost as soon as they begin.

Preserving More of the Club History
Carl Zimmerman, CAC President 1935—1937
Roger Heuck reports: I’ve been in touch with Kerri Reisen,
who has been working on saving the murals at Princeton
High School created by Carl Zimmermann (Past President).
AND she has pulled it off. The re-dedication ceremony of these
murals at the new Princeton school will be on Saturday, April
18. She will present the official opening letter to the Art Club
because of our support for the project. Another example of
how the Cincinnati Art Club members have made Greater
Cincinnati such a wonderful city in which to live.
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The Pet Painter: Marion Corbin Mayer
by Dale Wolf, Dragonfly Editor
Meet Marion Corbin Mayer and you have met a friend. She instinctively reaches out, trying to determine how she can
connect you with your passion in art. She seems unable to hold back. It comes naturally to her and it shows in her art and
in her devotion to the Cincinnati Art Club.
The next thing you would discover in your conversation with Marion is her love for animals. Of course, this led her to a life
as a pet portraitist. I am fascinated especially by mammals and birds. Not so excited by cold blooded creatures or insects. I guess
it’s the warm fuzziness factor. I like seeing into their eyes for the expressions that reveal the animal’s personality. I like people,
too. I enjoy meeting and “hanging out” with fellow artists. Attending sketch groups, workshops and plein air events leaves me
energized. I am most interested in “camaraderie” rather than “competitions”. For me, it’s all about the fun factor, not the awards.
She studied art with a focus on advertising while
completing her BFA at Columbus College of Art &
Design and went on to get a Master of Art Therapy from
Wright State University. Looking back, she confesses
that she’s learned more about art from studying at Club
workshops than at art school. Her teachers have included
Bill Farnsworth, David Mueller, Chuck Marshall, Tom
Bluemlein, Kay Hurley, Judith Carducci, Dino Massaroni
to name a few. Each teacher imparted inspiration,
technique and enthusiasm for painting. I’ve also enjoyed
online classes with Dreama Tolle Perry and Nancy Medina.
Marion has a bit of entrepreneurial spirit locked inside the
friendly demeanor. I like making things happen. I’m good
at short term, specific events. I started helping a friend at the
Club organize workshops and after she moved, I continued
doing it. I loved meeting the artists and creating an
enjoyable experience for everyone involved. This unleashed
spirit led her to launch Creative Catalyst Studio, an
instructional lab that has helped hundreds of people

Marion Corbin Mayer, Fiona

in Greater Cincinnati to reconnect with their creativity through
personal growth classes and art technique workshops.
Her life painting pets was somewhat accidental. In 2002 I was
working on a painting of our daughter holding our dog and it
turned into a painting of our dog with our daughter. She never
turned back and now has painted hundreds of animals that hang
in personal collections.
I focus on the animal’s expression. I like to do close ups of the face
rather than the whole environment. You need to get at eye level
instead of above the animal. The power is in the eye contact with
the viewer. This is what makes each portrait special and unique. I
do like to paint landscapes and also have been experimenting with
abstracts in acrylics. I take a sketchbook and watercolors when I
travel. My husband and I plan on doing more traveling now that
my work as Club Social Media Administrator is being passed on to
Elizabeth Kitchen.
I started the Club’s first Facebook page, mostly as another way
to promote our workshops. Over the years, social media became
my focus within the Club. I remember that I carried the Club
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Marion Corbin Mayer, Best Friends

membership application in my watercolor toolbox for a year before filling it out. I was attending a workshop with Don Dennis
(former President of CAC). When he saw the application, he signed it, had another member sign it, took it to a board meeting
that night and poof! I was a member. That was 1997 and members were still commenting on the addition of women to the Club!
That seemed very strange to me back then, but today women make up half the Club’s membership, we’ve had three female
presidents and over half of today’s Board of Trustees.
I have painted plein air in France and Italy. Rob and I just got back from a month in Florida. We were able to visit favorite galleries
in Key West plus museums in St. Petersburg, Cartersville, GA and museums along the way. This summer we plan to visit former
CAC President Clark Stevens in Washington State and take a cruise along the Columbia River. Hopefully this COVID-19 crisis will
pass by then.
And, yes, Marion will continue painting pets, animals of all kinds (except those that slither). You will almost certainly see
her at our Club dinners. If you have not yet met Marion, come to the next dinner and you will have a friend for life.

Marion Corbin Mayer, Ricky

Marion Corbin Mayer, Just Ducky

Marion Corbin Mayer, Mac
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MaryBeth Karaus Mastering the Craft of Teaching Art
By Dale Wolf, Dragonfly Editor
The Cincinnati Art Club is blessed with many great artists, and MaryBeth Karaus is certainly among the best. But fewer
still venture out into doing art workshops. Teaching is a special skill and those of us who have attended workshops in the
past know just how valuable it is to study with those willing to share their knowledge. MaryBeth may be new at teaching
workshops, but already she has proven to be as adept at teaching as she is at painting
MaryBeth recently held her third workshop, this one at Olde Masters Galleria in Centerville. Her approach to teaching
the art of the still life painting will have a lasting impact on the painters who crowded into her class the day I was there.
From the get-go she changed the typical workshop routine. First there was a PowerPoint presentation and then a serious
concentration on how to do the sketch preliminary to painting and most of this article is about how she taught the value
of these sketches.
She took the time to talk with each student about their art journey so she could build her class around their individual
goals and how then she could help each one toward success. Ann Grimaldi was among the students. Ann still works full
time and has children at home so it is hard to get time to paint. She does still life and plein air. Her motivation for this
class was to improve her ability to mix colors. Others wanted to learn how to get luminosity in their paintings, to improve
composition and help with layering, light, and edges.
Then the lights went down and the
projector went on.
She began with a PowerPoint presentation
as she pondered the question: What comes
first … Intuition or Intention? There was no
right answer to the question because it is
circumstantial. You might start with an object
that you love (intentional) or as she did when
she was attracted to a bright turquoise wall
and decided to set up a still life arrangement
in front of the wall. Or mood and she showed
a Daniel Keys painting that was a frenzy of
chaos. If you are walking through Kroger and
see the color of some plums or if you set out
intentionally to capture a mood or a dark
street scene. Inspiration comes from each.
Forget it if you were picturing another boring
classroom. MaryBeth was covering the basics
but they came from the heart of a passionate painter. She talked about analogous, complementary and triadic colors and
where we see these in nature … in the shells while walking along a beach or roses in a garden and see colors that go well
together and unify a scene (analogous) rather than the opposite or complementary or multiple color schemes that are
triadic. She was teaching them the vocabulary while she taught them to see color in a new light.
She asked everyone to close their eyes and think
of images that came to mind when she said
certain words to demonstrate how mood creates
images: lush, sharp, gloom, lively, etc. She how
light can be inspirational and how light impacts
the colors in a painting and changing color on an
object from warm to cool will cause the object
to turn on the canvas. It was one insight after
another until time to put some it into practice.
Signature CAC member Cecilia Brendel
who owns Olde Masters Galleria (site of the
workshop) had a side room filled with fresh cut
flowers and leaves, vases, fruits and other props.
Each student selected items and created a still life
setting to paint.
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The Power of a Preliminary Sketch
And just as they thought they were about to begin painting she
instead had them pull out their sketch pads and pencils. She
was about to illustrate the power of doing a preliminary sketch
before you begin painting.
For the next two hours, MaryBeth went from station to station
to work with students in preparing a small sketch of the setting.
She spent a good bit of time with each pair of students to
help them see where they could improve their settings to
achieve better compositions with values. She worked with their
sketches to make sure they could see where the values were
most prominent and how they impacted the edges of objects.
She used a Golden Ratio device at times to show rhythm in each
composition and often used iPhone pictures to point out values
and arrangements and to establish where the focal point was
in each composition. She talked a lot about the lighting with
each student and had them adjust to get different effects. Sometimes I spend hours before I get the lighting the way I want so
I wanted them to understand the importance of light and what it did to enhance each setting.
Step into the room now and imaging yourself sitting there as one of her students. Take some of her comments into
your own preliminary sketches. Get this right before you pick up your brush.
Draw the values and not the objects. Keep focused on the abstract shapes. Others might not even recognize this as a sketch and
that’s okay as long as it captures the shapes and values to help you create a better painting. It is a study of what is in front of you.
Don’t draw lines but shade in the values up to the objects.
Use your sketch to abstract the setting and move the objects around now while you are sketching rather than after you start
painting. Get it right in the sketch first.
Don’t let the light to blow out the color and subtleties. Try less direct light.
Manipulate your composition to make dark and light shapes work so they lead into the focal point.
Squint, squint, squint. It’s the only way to see the values and edges.
See how the dark areas blend into the leaves. Don’t draw the leaves, just indicate them with values.
If something looks wrong, move the lights. This changes everything.
Refine your drawing. Look closely at this horizontal line and how it relates to the top of the vase … that’s what I am talking
about, get it right in the sketch.
Jiggle the position of objects so there is a flow between them out to the bottom of the sketch.
I love lost edges. Do you see where they are and where they disappear into shadow?
Scan across your sketch and see where the values move your eye. Are they making a good composition? Is the flow of values
following a intentional curve (or geometry)?
It was finally time to paint.
After lunch she did a demo, first talking about
paint colors. Lemon yellow is cooler than cad
yellow. Alizarin is cooler than cad red. Ultramarine
cooler than cerulean. Transparent colors like
oxide brown. Permanent Rose gives a good pink.
Use white cautiously.
We are painting what God has already created.
MaryBeth spent the rest of the two-day workshop
doing much as she did in helping them to learn
from their sketch work. Student by student, she
shared her experience and insight and every
student left the workshop with better skills and
understanding of what they were doing. They will
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be better artists because they learned from a consummate teacher who had as much passion for their success as she has
when she sits down in front of her own canvasses.

The 127th Women’s Art Club Annual Juried Exhibition
Two of the many paintings accepted into this year’s show:
Mary Beth Dowlin’s Glory Dawns has
been accepted into the Woman’s Art
Club 127th Juried Exhibition. This is
one of my favorite scenes, the moment
the morning sun breaks illuminating the
mist that hangs over the inner harbor
in Edgartown. Always awe inspiring,
the water is like glass as the sun’s light is
reflected in the low hanging clouds, the
promise of another day dawns.

Mary Beth Dowlin, Glory Dawns

Gail Morrison’s Kitchen Interior, Great Spruce Head Island, ME will
be hanging among many wonderful paintings juried into this year’s
Annual Show at WACC.

Gail Morrison, Kitchen Interior, Great Spruce Head
Island, ME
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Members in the News

Don Schuster was honored as one of just 38 Ohio
artists to be accepted into the 13th Annual Ohio Visual
Artist Juried Exhibition. The show is sponsored by the
Ohio Arts Council and was held at the gallery of the
Columbus Metropolitan Library. Kevin Lyles, one of the
three judges said, I knew I was in trouble after seeing the
first ten entries. My biggest surprise was the quality and
depth of the work and narrowing it down was by far the
hardest part. Don’s painting, A Higher Calling, captured
CAC Associate Member Terri Schmitt while painting at
DeSales Corner en plein air.

Donald Schuster, A Higher Calling

Chris Griffin-Woods had three paintings accepted
into Off to the Races, an exhibit celebrating the Rillito
Racetrack in Tucson. Paintings had to be plein air and on
the grounds of the racetrack.

Chris Griffin-Woods, Off to the Races

The big Brush and Palette Painters Show at The Barn
has fallen victim to Corona. Despite all the hard work of
assembling, hanging and promoting a show like this,
no sooner than it got hung it was hidden away from the
public when the Barn, like CAC, had to halt operations to
see if we can help contain the virus.
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A trilogy of urban 19th century Italianate buildings. All three are painted on 12x9 inch
panels. They are Window Air, View from the Apartment, and The Red Slacks by Jeff Morrow

The YWCA’s Figurative Feminine exhibit was
a curatorial success. It featured work by Carin
Hebenstreit and daughter Marlena Hebenstreit
Kottmyer, as well as Suzanna Terrill, Allison
Shepard-Hildebrandt, Trinidad Mac-Auliffe and
Cynthia Marona-Sturdevant.

The beat goes on. Three generations of artists:
First Robert Hebenstreit and Carin, both Signature members of the
Cincinnati Art Club. Then daughter Marlena Hebenstreit Kottmyer
and son John Hebenstreit both established themselves as successful
artists and now third generation Charlotte Hebenstreit carries the flag,
recently winning a blue ribbon and Certificate of Achievement in a citywide competition of art students in Greater Cincinnati.
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Art Club member Jimi Jones and Cedric Michael
Cox were interviewed on the WCPO-TV Cincy
LifeStyle morning program to talk about “Cultural
Compositions” an exhibition at Caza Sikes. The
exhibition also featured the artwork of Ricci
Michaels and Terence Hammonds.

Tackling a big canvas … Trish Weeks is getting
started on a new painting. See the finished painting
in an upcoming Dragonfly.

A Few Reminders that Spring is Coming …
Time to paint the flowers as Gail Morrison did with Tuscan
Vineyard and George Bodine did with Flower Power.
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In Passing
Winifred “Wynne” J. Bittlinger nee
Lynch, 91, of Ft. Wright, KY, passed away
on Friday, March 13 at St. Elizabeth
Hospital in Edgewood, KY. Wynne was a
Signature member of the Club, joining
in 1993, and was a regular Sketch Group
participant. Wynne was a very special
person and everyone loved her. She was
an important member of the Club, not
only with her wonderful art but with her
contributions of time and energy. She
also did fashion illustrations for stores in
the Cincinnati area and was an accomplished watercolor painter. She was
noted for her portraits and still life paintings. She leaves her 5 children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren. A memorial and celebration of life
service will be held at a later date.

A winter scene painted by Wynne Bittlinger

New Club Members
Please welcome our newest members to the Cincinnati Art Club: Jane Hlad, Gretchen Thomas, Carol Blum, Paul
Rienzo, Drew Kidd, Lynann Coll, and Kym Kuenning.

Artist Websites
Many of the artists listed in this issue of Dragonfly have websites, so we thought including this list along with their web
addresses might make it more convenient for you to visit their sites and to learn more about these members.
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Nancy Achberger

Roger Heuck

Bruce Petrie

Cecilia Brendel

MaryBeth Karaus

Tom Post

Ray Burt

Elizabeth Kitchen

Mandy Putnam

Linda Crank

Yvette LaFollett

Don Schuster

Chris Griffin-Woods

Eileen McConkey

Tom Tarvin

Ray Hassard

Gail Morrison

Carin Hebenstreit

Jeff Morrow

